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A Lasnev spas is a space which is the image of a metric space under a cicmed, cm- 
tinuous function, We show that every Lamev space car11 be densely embedded lirn a La:mev 
space which has :ti dense, metrizabk, conqlete, Glj s:lbspace A. With this, we extend a 
theorem of K.R. Van Doren to say that f 3r every Lasn~sv pace X there is a Lasnev space 
Y each open set of which :has ubspace hc lmeomorphic to X; 
By considering additio,& condi.tions Ion A, we find a necessary and sufficient condi- 
tional that an arbitrary sptlce be a l_,a.snev space, 
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closed mappings 
upper semicontinuous deccmpesition!~ complete metric spaces 
A closed mapphg is a. (:O~‘$~III.LOUS function under which the imags 
of a closed set must be cllosed. i\i LaJ;rrev space is a space which is the 
image of a metric space under a cWosc,:d mapping. There h,as been consider- 
able interest %n these spaces ince the: basic characterization theorem was 
proved by Stone [ 5, Theorem 1 F ancl Morita and Hanai [4], 
Lasnev gives in [ 2, example fi:,%lowing Theorem 31 an exam@e of a 
nowhere first-countable Lasnev spacci:. Another such\ example is due to 
Van Doren [ 8, Example 3.3, p. :1’7] , who shows in 1’9, Lemma 2!] that 
no such example can have a demie, metrizable subspace. ‘I&c authlo>r 
shows in [ 61 that there are man!{ SW h examples. 
In this paper we show that 
(a) every Lasnev space ca:t be demely embedded1 in anothelr Lasnev 
space which has a dense, metriz;&le, complete, G, subspaces ~1, an 
(b) A admits a distance function under which it is complete w 
has certain additional properties IuisE~. that any regular Frechet sp~e 
having a dense metrizable subspace wl hich admits a distant 
these properties must be a Lasnev space.! 
I3y using (a), we are able to extend a theorem of Van Doren 17 3 , and 
by using (a) and (b) together, we are able to give necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions that an arbitrary space be a Lasnel space. These con- 
ditions may be somewhat less technical then the conditions given by 
Lasnev [31; in any case, we use an entirely different approach. 
A ~~~x&&xzM_Y complete metric space is a metric: space M which 
admits a distance function d such that (MI d) is complete in the usual 
sense. The term “complete” will be used throughoL,t to mean “topologm 
ically complete”. 
If (M, d) is a metric space, and K G M, then diam (K) denotes the 
number lub {C&X, y) I x, y E K) ; cl(K) denotes the closure of K; for any 
number E > 0, S(K, E) denotes the set 
We use the following variation of a definition of iMoore [ 1 3 p. 2733. 
This definition is equivalent o the usual definition in the case of metric 
s paces. 
Definitionr 1. A collection N of pairwise disjoint, closed subsets of a 
metric space M is upper semicontinuous (USC) if, foiu each k E H, the 
following holds: if for each positive integer i, ki f H- {k}, and each 
of *pi and qi is a point of ki, and if the sequence {pn } converges to a 
pojrat of !:, then the set (qn ) has a limit point in k. 
We consider points eligible for membership in H, and do not distin- 
guish between a point p and {p }. 
Yq M is an USC collection of subsets of a metric sp;I.ce M, and UH = M, *
then H is called an upper sewzicontinuous decomposition (used) of M. 
The used space generated by H is the space in wticl “point” means 
“element of M’ and the topology is that generated by a basis consisting 
of all the sets 
{kEHIkcD,DopeninM). 
A F%?het space is a space T with the property thlat if the point p 
is limit point of the subset ?..J of T, then a sequence of points of U con- 
verges to p. If the space T is the image of a met 1JlIb 
der a closed mapping: f, then, as is well known, 
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is an usc3 of M and the decom ositron space generated by H is homeo- 
morphic to T. It is also known ths+t T is a paracornpact t, Frechet space 
when M is metrizable. 
Definition 2. A subpsace A of a top&gical spaces S will be called top&~ 
gicadly me t&all;* 2~ rnpatible (tmc:) provided that A is metriza ble ;tltnd 
admits a distance function ti such that,: 
(1) If the sequence 72 of A converges; in S to the point p, then every 
subsequence of sr has a Cauchy ((under d) subsequence 
(2) If any subsequence of a Cauchy sequence 17 of A‘c&verges :in 
S to the point p, then z converges ir. S to p. 
Theorem I. The topologz car! space T is a Lasnev s(pace if aped onZy (if T 
can be embedded in a reguhzr (i. e. t , ) 1 Schet space which has a dmsel 
tmc surkpace. 
Corollary 1.1 r Every Lasnev space can be densely embedded irz a Lamlev 
space which has a dense, G, , corYra,r?be te , metrizable subspace. 
Corollary 1 2 Ev+~y regulur FrkA~er’ space with a dense tmc subspace 
is a Lasnev space. 
Corollary 1.2 is a weaker statenrent of the sufficiency of tltre embed- 
ding property. Corollary I. 1 will be shown in the proof of the necessity 
of the embedd3ng condition, since the embedding actually jproduced 
will be dense, and the tmc subspacer wi I1 be complete and G, . 
The embedding condition is necessa, y : Suppose T is a Lasnev sipace. 
It follows from a theorem cbf Lasnev I:!, Theorem 43 that Tis the image 
under a closed mapping of a metril: sp; ce A4 no propIer closed \;ubs;et of 
which intersects every po1in.t inverse:. Devote by P:i the used of M con- 
sisting of the point inverses ‘a We note tl lat : 
4 ( 1 Every open set: .R of .‘I# co vers somle lement of N. 
Otherwise, M-R would be a prop(x tie rsed subset:: of M which would in- 
tersect every element of H. Denote y N, the crollleciiiun of al 
such that diam(k) is not defi ec I or diam(pi’Q > 1. 
teger n > 1, define 
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Hn = H, + (k k HI diam(k) > 1 /IZ ) . 
We claim that for each positive inkger i, UH, is olost:d in M. To show 
this, let p E M mu p 4 UH,. There is a k E H such tb at p E k and 
diam(k) < l/i. Let 
R = S(k; $ [ l/i- &m(k)]). 
&am(R) < 1 J& so no element of Hi lies entirely in R. THUS U (k E HI k 
c R } is an open set of M containing p and no point Iof UH,, whence 
UHi is closed. 
i& UHi is therefore apex We show that A4 - UHF is dense in M. 
For p E UHi, for any number 0 < e G l/4& s(p; e) must by (*) cover 
an element k’ of H, and we must have diam(k’) < 11;. It follows that 
p is a limit point of M- UN,. 
Denote by CM the usual completion of M. The topology on M is the 
relative topology of M as a subspace of CM, so far eaI:h positive integer 
d there is an open set Di of CM SU& that Dj n M = M - UHj. Since A4 
is dk’ 5 in CM, each I+ is dense in CM. cIl4 is complele, hence has the 
Baire--Moore property, so F = fI {.Di 1 i = 1,2, . ..) mtlst be dense in CM. 
We define M’ = A4 U F and H’ = H U F, and claim: 
(1)H’isanuscdofM 
(3) F, considered as a subspace of the used space generated by H, is 
dense in that used space. 
(3) Under the distance function d inherited from .zM9 Fis a tmc 
subspace of the used space generated by H’. 
To show (1.) we show that Definition 1 is satisfied. Note that if k~ H, 
then for some d, k E Hi, SO Di n AZ’ is an open set of M’ covering F and 
containing no point of k, so each k E His closed in 114’ and intersects no 
element of F. It follows that H’ is a collection of clo;sed, pairwise dis- 
joint subsets of M’. 
Let k E H’, for each positive integer n let kn E H - (k],, let each of 
pn and qra be a point of k,, and suppose that the sequence (p, ) cover- 
ges to a point p of k. If for infinitely many positive integers i we heave 
ki E F. t.hen for infmitely many positive integers?, k,; is a single point 
and kj = pi = qi, SO p is a limi*t point of the set (a, }. We may therefore 
- amme that for all but finitely many integers yt, Jcn E! H. If k E H, then 
the set {q, } has a limit point in k because His use. l’f k E ,F, then k is 
a single point and k = p. Also, for each positive integer m, k E D, from 
the defixlitio~ Df Fc Since each ele iw it 
intersects, it folbws that ~i~~~~d~arn~,~~~* )) = 0, whencethe set {q, } .has 
p as a sequential limit point. 
For (2), routine checking shows that 1:h.e topology oh F consider& 
as a subspace of the decomposition :ipacc;: generated by H’ is ~;~eskaknt 
to the topology generated on I;‘ by the &stance function d inherrtedl 
from CM. We note for later referencct tha:r:: 
(**) If M is complete, thesn .F $1; Ma and each point of .F is an 
element of H Thus A4 ancl the used :space generated by 
H have dense subspxes e;itch omeomorphic to 8’. 
F is a G, set in the colmplete metric spaclz CM, and is heeice it&t’ a cam- 
plete metric space. F :is also G, in A# and1 in the komposition space 
generated by M’, and is clearly dense in that decomposition s,pace. Thus 
Corollary I. 1 is proved. 
For (3) it is also routine to verify *that under the distance funs:tion 
inherited from CM, F satisfies (1) and (2) of Definitiun 2. 
T/k embedding condition ii; suffi,c,ien t:’ Suppose the topological spa.ce 
T can be embedded in a regular Frhchet space S which has a dense trnc 
subspace.A. It suffices tc shoftz’lr tha: ,li is the image of a me$ric space 
under a closed mapping. kt d’ ble t’X3.e dist:ance function under which Al 
is tmc. Denote by c.A the usual completica of (A, d). Denote by M tke 
subspace of CA consisting of A. togeltlher with ah those points p of CA, 
such that some sequense in A converges i,~ CA to p and also in ,,C to a 
point of S M is a metric space. We define an association f a,s folows: 
(OForpEAf@)=p. 
(2) For p E M- A, and anv sequence nl of A which converges in CA 
to p, and in S to a point x, let ,fCp) := x. 
It is clear that M is the domam of 3’1 We: must show that 9 is the range 
off, that fis a function, tha\t fis continuous, and that f is i bsetd. 
S Is the range offi If x E S ;urd x’ ($8 A, SI:kn, since A is ds,!mnse and S 
has the Frechet property, a sequence fpli ;s of A converges ha S to x. 13~ 
(1) of De.finition 2, a subsequence (p; ) & (pi ) is Uauchy under 2. By 
the construction of M, the sequence :$I;) converges inA4 to a point ~1. 
By the definition of J f;Ge7) = x. Thu.s 3’ ib t he range ol;,f. 
f is a furzction : Suppose p E M - A:, f@, I= x, and j&p) = y. A SCCJWI~IC:~ 
{xi} of A converges inM to p and lin S to x, and a sequence Cyi ) con- 
verges in M to p and in S to y. E8u.t x1, JQ, x2, y2’ l 6s QuchY ~~~~~~ ( 
so by (2) of Definition 2, x1, yl, x2, 3pa, .., converges in S to x, aE;d a: 
thus f is z I”hlnction. 
f is conttnuous: Since M is a metric space, it suffrices to show that if 
the sequence (xi ) of M converges in M to x, then the sequence fflx~) 1 
converges in S to fix). 
Suppose there is an open set R’ of S containingj[x) and no point of 
an itifmite subsequence cf(lc,) ) of ((xi) ). Then by the regularity of S 
there Is an open se< R of S such that fix) E R and cl(R) G R’. For each 
positive integer i there is an open set R, of S which contains fQ,,> and 
does not intersect cl(R)_ By the definition of M, thl:re is for each posi- 
e&e integer i a sequence (xi,J j = 1,2, . . ) of A whil,:h converges in M 
to xi and in ii to ,,f&). Hence for each pcsitive intei::er i, we may select 
a point yi of A such that yi E R and d(.x~, yi) < l/i. But then the se- 
quence 0, ) converges in M to x, so, bj definition off, the sequence 
cfcyi) ) = (Ef[ ) converges in S to F(x), a contradiction. 
f/s close& Suppose K is a clo2ed subset of M. Sixe S is a Frkhet 
space, it suffices to show that if the sequence cf(xi) 1 i = 1,2, . . . } of 
flK) converges in S to a point of y, then some point off- 1 (y) is a 
limit point of the set of points {Xi 1 i = 1,2, . . . ). It !44ffices to assume 
that {x, i i = 1,2, . . . j is an infin&, distinct sequenct: of points of I& - A. 
no 1-e of which is in f 1 (yj. 
SUPPOSE the sequence cfcxj) 1 i = 9,2, . . . ) converges to y in Z3. For 
each positive integer i there is a sequence {xzi I j = I ,2, 8.. ) of A which 
converges :in M to Xi anti in 5: to flx& and such tha I: d(xi, xi,$ < I/Zij 
for each pGr (I, j) of positive integers. Each open set of S containing y 
also contains a point of the set {Xi,i 1 i = 1,2, _., j = 1,2, . . . }. Thus, by 
the Frkhet property, a sequence n from this set converges in S to y_ 
we may select a subsequence 6 of G such that, for elach positive integer 
J’, 0 contains at most one poirit from ,the set {Xi,] ( j = I ,2, . . . ). 8 is a 
sequence of points of A which converges in S to thl: point y, so by (1) 
of Definition 2, a subsequence 0’ of 8 is Cauchy under d. 
We may write 
where each of IY~ znd n is an increasing function from the posl:ive in- 
tegers into the positive integers, The sequence 
.?r”,(Jb .x * .* dl),m(l)~ %1(2)~ *n(2),m(2)~ l ** 
is Cauchy in since 
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d(xn(c)* %t(c) m(c) ) (I< 1/2n(c)nt(c) G l/k ,
for ea,ch positive integer c, and 8’ is Caucfhy. 
Since 0’ is Cauchy under d and c,onverges in S to y, 8” converl;cs in
M to a point p by definition of M, Thus (xn(cI  c = 1,2, *.* } alslla con- 
verges to p, which is in $- ’ Q). This completes the proof of Thec,rem 1. 
Theorem 2. [ 9, Theorem 21. [f & is !a Lmrev space -with a dens&? met:+ 
zable subspace, then there is GI Lasne~ spme L’ e&h open set o,f which 
has a subspace home~mur~hk ot L, 
Theorem 3. If L is a Lasnev qace, then t,bere is a Lasnecl space L’ each 
crpert subset of which has a subspace homeomorphic to 15. 
Proof. Immediate from ‘Theorem 2 Iand CkxolIlary 1.1. 
Theo=l,n 4, If the topoZogkal space ;r’is ([‘he image of a c~~~plett? me- 
tric space M under a closed mappingj, dhedz T has a dense subspace which 
is homeomorphic to a subspace of Ml Furthermore,, there is a comp&ete 
subspace 34’ of M and a close&! mapptrlg f’ from M’ on to T such t,hat 
b E T I f 1 0) is degenerate ) is denljrtV anjd tmc in T and r i (y ) I y 
E T, f - I (y ) is degenerate } is dense i,rz M’ 
Proof. This follows from the c~nstru&iorI of M’ Itn the p.roof of necessity 
in Theorem 1, and (**); cc spare [ 7, The orem I] . Note that Lasnev’s 
decomposition theorem. [ 2, Theorerr.\ 11 iis not used in this prooK 
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